project 2.39:1

commentary by Argyris Theos, GSC

Not that long ago, shooting anamorphic felt like a forgotten dream to any
Greek Cinematographer. Following “in Color and Cinemascope” of the 60’s,
the Greek cinema of the early 70’s hibernated. The “New Greek Cinema” was
born, yet it was quite poor. Any thoughts of shooting anamorphic were
disregarded for budgetary reasons. One single movie was shot in this way: “the
City Never Sleeps” by Andreas Tsilifonis(2) το 1984. A century change was
required to present us with fine digital cinematography allowing the
rejuvenation of anamorphic formats and re-introduce the relevant aesthetics
in movies.
Yet, what is the essence in anamorphic imaging that makes it so appealing to
Directors of Photography, Film Directors and all persons involved in movies?
Frame-Dimensions comes first, being so different from tv framing. The
anamorphic frame being both descriptive and comprehensive, allows you to
present your talent in a medium close up, yet offers you enough room to visually
describe its surroundings.
Next comes this weird feeling, derivative of lens errors; errors that fill the image
with character and personality. How come? In their effort to pack such a wide
frame into the 35mm film without throwing away a big part of the film, the
inventors introduced an innovative idea: they squeezed left to right the original
2.39:1 image so that it gets half width. At 1.195:1 it fully exploited the available
negative space(3). During projection, the image is de-squeezed. Specialty
lenses are used in the process, some of which were tested here.

(1)

(2)
(3)

Films would get to a maximum speed of ISO 250 and lenses would perform fair enough
only if topped at T4 or higher. The reader may imagine the lighting requirements of such
a combination.
Director of Photography: Christos Triantafyllou
Hence anamorphic movies carry “an extra layer of varnish”: they get projected at a
smaller magnification level, at least in the vertical axis.
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Specifically the test comprised:
•
•
•

the Lomos(4)
ex-Soviet lenses, famous for their
optical errors that give them a distinct character.
Cooke Anamorphics
a classic reference.
Arri Zeiss Anamorphics
anamorphic cousin to the master
primes, without their flare set though.

The first two among them carry the anamorphic elements on the front of
the lens. The Zeiss’s carry them in between spherical elements. We will
investigate the consequences.
Lens sets I missed:
•
•
•
•

All generation Panavision lenses, not available in Greece.
Second and third generation Hawks that would have to be shipped
from abroad.
First and second generation Kowas, no longer available in Greece
A old set belonging to mr N. Kavoukides; I admit that I did not think
of suggesting them to the testing committee.

More lenses tested: two spherical sets.
•
•

Nikon AI-S
the classic stills lenses, well known for their
(6)
image quality .
Zeiss SuperSpeed mkIII the set that we all have used at some point.

Spherical sets I missed: With so many sets available it is quite difficult to
suggest. I will be subjective: given the fact that in this test we expect to have
extensive discussion on bokeh and flares, I would have liked to see the
spherical Lomos, the Cooke SII/SIII, the Zeiss SuperSpeed mkI set (carrying a
triangular aperture that gives such a weird feeling in out of focus areas)(7)
and of course the de facto reference (since they are practically error-free)
lenses, the Zeiss Master Primes.
Methodology of the test: all laboratory tests (definition, sharpness,
contrast…) were excluded. Instead, an entire sequence was filmed, fully
analyzed to individual shots. Five takes per scene were shot with the
respective lenses from each set. We studied the results both in a per scene
basis (alternating shots between lenses), then we saw them edited. Each
edit contained the entire sequence, so there were five edits, one per lens
set.

(4) researchers might find interest in «Cinemascope, selected documents from the Spyros P.
Skouras archive” available at academia.edu :
https://www.academia.edu/4728298/CinemaScope_Selected_Documents_from_the_Spyr
os_P._Skouras_Archive
(5) to the best of our knowledge, the Lomos got subject to suitable rehousing & rebranding,
then they became the first generation of the Hawks.
(6) noteworthy issue of the Nikons is that focus ring travels in an opposite direction.
(7please note Michael Chapman ASC’s work on M. Scorsese’s “Taxi Driver”.
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The conclusions are both plenty and interesting.
To begin with: a major contributor is the camera itself. That is even more
evident if one is not an obsessed “anamorphist” and he is considering
his options: go spherical or anamorphic? On this test the Red Dragon 6K
was used. This camera shows a huge difference in the part of the sensor
used in either case (8).
This results in a lens equivalence of 1:1.5 instead of 1:2 (as is the case in
a film camera). To put it simply the anamorphic 50mm lens offers the
same horizontal field of view as the spherical 35mm, while judging from
film experience one would expect it to give the same field as the
spherical 25mm. This is not the case with Arri digital cameras (4:3
sensor)(9), while it is getting reversed on other cameras (16:9 sensor).
Why is this important? Because it bridges the difference in Depth of Field.
Additionally, the great difference in pixel count could give a small
resolution advantage to spherical lenses (10).
Our next conclusion is that each set has its own distinctive character.
Here’s a resume:
Lomo
The most “scope” among the tested lenses, showing heavy flares that
cover the frame side to side. They also show clearly the elliptical bokeh
we anticipated. Still, having been designed decades ago, their
resolution, sufficient to the era’s films, appears poor, especially when
compared to the others (11). The intense internal reflections, that create
such beautiful effects, are also responsible for “milking” the darker parts
of the image, something that I fear might lead in extended Color
Grading times.
One thing I did not enjoy was the lack of shadow detail. This may hide
some blemishes, kind of carrying a light Promist filter, yet I prefer to
handle this via lighting, so I feel like I am stripped of a tool. Beyond that,
faces appear a bit flat, giving a feeling that the focal length might be
longer than nominal(12). Also, they kind of revealed more of “behind the
lens obstacles” than the other lenses tested. To be honest this could
prove interesting.
Cooke
Is there a single person not familiar with Cooke look? These lenses simply
are up to their reputation. Image is clean, faces look beautiful, flares are
sweet, yet carry the anamorphic signature and these lenses belong,
(8) 18,96 Χ 15,8 mm for 6Κ 6:5 and 3792 Χ 3160 pixels is the case for anamorphics.
30,7 Χ 12,95 mm for 6Κ WS and 6144 X 2592 pixels is the case for spherical lenses. (source
www.red.com ).
(9) Alexa mini sensor 21,12 X 17,70mm and 2560 Χ 2145 pixels for 2.39:1 2K ana and
23,76 Χ 9,95 mm and 2880 Χ 1206 pixels for Arri 2.39 flat (source http://vfxcamdb.com ).
(10) in other words, even if our deliverable is 2Κ or HD starting from a higher pixel count
point yields a resolution advantage.
(11) with a maximum aperture of either T2.4 or T2.5, this made it even harder for these
lenses. They were used practically open, while the other lenses were stopped down
more or less.
(12) a well-known issue in anamorphic cinematography
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according to my humble view, to a standard toolset I would have used
in 60% of my shooting time.
Arri Zeiss Master Anamorphic
The “heavy artillery” of optics brought us a set one could consider “error
free” (or almost). Plenty of resolution, more than sufficient contrast, thin
faces (may be too thin for my taste) and, wow! almost no anamorphic
flares(13). What really astonished me (I would not add “positively” here)
was the highlight bokeh, that was not elliptical enough, they gave an
almost circular feeling. This strips the lenses of the most characteristic
“scope” element. A case where getting perfect means sacrificing
characters? … Would I ever use them? Yes, in specific jobs: in a postheavy movie, the VFX guys might gain man-hours. In an HDR project,
they will gift the sensor with extra dynamic range. But for an average
movie, where we are asked to narrate via images, I would seek
something less perfect.
Nikon AI-S
I will not insist on sphericals. All lenses are fine, with exhibiting minor
differences, just a quick note the Nikons handle highlights a bit better
than the SuperSpeeds…
Zeiss SuperSpeed mkIII
…that are better on the shadows. This is a well-known set. Performance
is balanced, no surprises.
All that being said, let’s see and comment on some frame grabs.
I suggest you end this by watching the test once again.

(13) my non-scientific guess is that it comes with Zeiss’ decision on embedding the
anamorphic elements between the spherical ones. Without cylindrical elements in the
front, it appears close to rational that light is refracted in all directions.
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Lomo 35mm. Low resolution and lack of shadow detail.
I estimate a slight yellow tint.
Notice the barrel distortion, easily recognizable at the top right corner and
within the bar’s shape.

Cooke 32mm. It might appear to be of lower contrast. The truth is it is more
bright and sharp, allowing the sensor to reveal a wider dynamic range.
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Arri Zeiss M.A. 35mm. Check how the good MTF(14) gives an impression of even
lower contrast.

Nikon 24mm a good lens, yet there is a clear difference against the modern
Zeiss M.A..

(14)Modulation Transfer Function, the international standard for measuring sharpness and
contrast.
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Zeiss SS 25mm clearly different to the Nikon as it shows a bit more flare. Still it
appears to have a bit more of a “character”.
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Lomo vs Zeiss.
Please notice how the overall flare on the Lomo desaturates the blue LED light
on the girl’s face.
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That’s why you go Lomo, for the majestic flares.

Flares here too, less intense though.
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This flare is so clean, looks added in post.
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The flaring of both sphericals does not drive me crazy.
Please notice that the letters, on the lantern next to the lady, are not
readable. Still both lenses are of a smaller focal length than the relevant
anamorphics. Depth of Field should have been larger, the letters ought to be
more clear. My guess is that the diffused flares are lowering resolution.
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This one is a bit “cheating”, it might not be 50 but 45mm. It is definitely wider
than the two others.

Left: detail from the frame grab on the top of the page. Focus on the disk
above the chair. The focus point is on the back, the circle is almost a circle.
Right: Detail from a frame grab later during the shot. Focus in now to front
and the circle is an oval. The elliptical axis is not exactly vertical; this might be
sign of an element misalignment. This lens might benefit from expert service.
Notice the chromatic aberration: blue to the right, yellow to the left. In less
defined elements this gives a painterly feeling to the image.
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Cooke vs Zeiss reveals differences in geometry.
Vertical lines are not exactly equal in the two frames(15).

(15) every time I study a test I need to perform a new one, to elaborate on the first test’s findings. How could
one use creatively what we just saw?
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Despite being a 35mm, this lens is wider than the 50mm anamorphic. I
discussed that earlier.
The lamp in the background flares in the shape of a star.
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flares here too.

Meanwhile this image remains almost clean.
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More so here.
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The two sphericals exhibit typical performance.
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Notice the obvious difference in resolution and how much more transparent
the girl'’ skin looks on the Zeiss. This is the result of the better MTF.
Let’s have a taste of the difference between «face roundness» between the
two lenses (how the Zeiss reveals the anaglyph in the face, hence showing it
thinner).
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Lomo, the most elliptical shape. Bright highlights are
vertically cut. This is caused by some object behind
the lens. This is not visible in the image, yet the lens
records it in the highlights.

Cooke still elliptical, less intense. No vertical lines.

While the Zeiss appears close to spherical.
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The vertical object we witnessed on the lamp is reappearing in the horizontal
flare, whose shape is being disrupted in the right side. It might be an
interesting task, to shape your flares by adding “invisible” objects behind your
lens (even in front of them for telephotos) (16).

(16) shooting spherical, yet using a similar (to the best of our knowledge) approach Elias
Konstantakopoulos DP’ed “Blackout” by Menelaos Karamangiolis
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More differences between out of focus points.
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Having seen the ana’s, the two spherical lenses do not yield an equally nice
image. The Nikon exhibits this green circle at the girl’s jaw, causing mixed
feelings. However, it appears to handle highlights better than the Zeiss SS.
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A look at the girl’s face. Though the Lomo it appears more circular.
The disk to the right gives more info on bokeh.

The girl looks thinner. Definitely lens geometry.
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Here I get a sense of getting “over-corrected”.

On the spherical camp.
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Perhaps the Zeiss is better than the Nikon.

Another set of flary frame grabs.
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EPILOGUE

The closer you get, the more you lower depth of field and reveal hidden
characteristics. Witnessing the painterly feel of Lomo images. An almost
magic look, unreachable by the other lenses. My methodological objection,
is that the 100mm anamorphics and the 85mm sphericals should have been
excluded. Since there was no 100mm Lomo available, the test should have
sticked to the 75A & 50S. We all know that, by switching a lens and moving
the camera back and forth to retain the same frame, nominal Depth of Field
does not change. Still DoF’s distribution changes, as does the perspective. I
would have preferred to have seen the Cooke 75 under these circumstances,
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The oval shape behind the glasses as seen by the Zeiss; close to a circle.
Notice how even the tone distribution is.
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Time for a second look at the test!
February 2017, Argyris Theos, gsc

Further reading:
S35 vs Anamorphic by Oliver Stapleton, BSC: http://www.cineman.co.uk/super35.html
On anamorphic format by Cooke:
http://www.cookeoptics.com/techdoc/3E4F343E911D932885257CF200688631/61FDTimes2.0300m-june2014-pg24.pdf
http://www.cookeoptics.com/techdoc/55C268E4DF50792985257FFD004D1322/Jon%20Maxwell
.pdf
on MTF:
https://luminous-landscape.com/mtf/
http://www.nikonusa.com/en/learn-and-explore/article/h3c4udzf/what-is-a-lens-mtf-charthow-do-i-read-it.html
http://www.normankoren.com/Tutorials/MTF.html

«some quotes from cinematographers I admire», again by Oliver Stapleton, BSC:
http://cineman.co.uk/Quotes%20Slideshow.pdf
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